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BLACKPINKBLACKPINK
K-pop girl group BLACKPINK continues
to climb new heights of success with the
release of their latestsingle ‘Pink Venom’.
Currently, this single is on a winning
streak of making multiple records within
ashort duration. This is incident is
marking the group’s epic comeback after
22 long months of hiatus.This latest
single is appearing in the upcoming
album of the band titled, “Born Pink”. This
is the secondfull-length album by the
band which is scheduled to be released
on September 16 of this year. The
lastfull-length album released by the
whole band was in October 2020. It was
the first album by the quartettitled, ‘The
Album’.‘Pink Venom’ is one of the most
exciting hip-hop representations by this
group which has topped on thelargest
music streaming platform, Spotify. The
track landed on the Daily Top Songs chart
this Saturday.This is the first record
achieved by this unwavering k-pop girl
group. The song has also gained the No.
1spot on Spotify’s Global Top 50 chart
this Sunday.

BLACKPINKBLACKPINK
‘Pink Venom’ is spreading rapidly through the global music charts
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Event News

U.S K-Pop
Festival
KAMP LA
2022 Is
Featuring
Monsta X,
Kai, and
Many
Others
Monsta X, Jeon Somi, Kai, and
many other musical artists and
band will be performing in the
coming U.S K-Pop festival known as
KAMP LA 2022, held at Rose Bowl
Stadium.

The music festival season is going
at full throttle and now it is time
for an unforgettable K-pop musical
experience. KAMP LA 2022 is one of
the biggest music festivals in the
USA which is taking place in Los
Angeles at the Rose Bowl Stadium.

This music festival is exclusively
based on the Korean entertainment
musical culture as the demand and
the number of fans is increasing
rapidly within the past few years.
Considering the growing U.S
audience and K-pop fanatics, this
festival is featured by some of the
top music artists from South Korea.

While the full line-up is not
announced yet, KAMP LA assured
us that famous K-pop boy bands
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 like Super Junior, Monsta X, and
iKON will be there. As well as girl
groups like Lapillus will be there
too which will mark their first
appearance on the US stage. Not
only bands and groups but solo
stars like Jeon Somi, Kai, and
BamBam will be present along
with R&B artist Zion.T. Although
the headliners and other artist
names are still a mystery; the K-
pop fanatics are going crazy over
the show already.

This latest event is the result of a
joint venture between KAMP
Global and the partnership brand
Eventim Live Asia. Their primary
goal is to offer more global
limelight to Korean artists while
creating a huge buzz in the
market. Filled with an ample dose
of aesthetics and entertainment,
this two-day event will also
feature Korean art, gaming
sections, and food as well. Along
with brand collaborations and
sponsorships, it is the biggest
cultural event that connects
everyone through music and
entertainment. Korean music
artist Kai said “It’s exciting to take
part in the KAMP LA lineup,” and
further added, “This may
legitimately be the biggest K-pop

 event in U.S. history.” Truly, this
statement is agreeable and many
other artists have appreciated it.
KAMP Global CEO Tim Kim said,
“There’s a deep connection between
Korean culture and L.A.” The last
time when Rose Stadium featured K-
pop artists, BTS’s only two shows
earned more than $16.6 million
which is the single highest-grossing
engagement that even Taylor Swift
and U2 could not reach. On the other
hand, Eventim Live Asia CEO Jason
Miller said, “KAMP LA is a
meaningful first step in that
direction (global vision for K-pop).
There are many more to come.”
Stay tuned to know more about the
KAMP LA 2022.
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Event News

OPEN FLAIR FESTIVAL 2022 WILL BE
STARTING TOMORROW, THE MOST

HAPPENING AND POWER-PACKED 5-DAY
CELEBRATION

From the 10th of August to the 14th of August, Open Flair Festival
2022 will take place in Eschwege, Germany. This five-day program
is involving the 14 most popular stages of the town.

The last few tickets are left for the hottest and most happening
festival in Germany. The initiation date of the festival is the 10th
of August Wednesday, it will continue to Sunday the 14th of
August. Open Flair will be staged in 14 different stages of the
township. Immensely popular stages like Electric garden, Outdoor
stage, Courtyard stage, Downtown, Cabaret tent, Radio Bob! stage,
Castle Park, Castle Park Stage, Sea stage, Werdchen sports field,
Turbine Kreuzberg Stage in the E-Werk, Forest stage, Walk act,
and Wine tent.

The legacy that started in 1985 Open Flair is a multi-day festival.

The festival has witnessed over 20 thousand
attendees per year since its emergence. In the
initial year, the festival took place at
Ludwigstein Castle. And with the passing years,
the festivals have been including more stages to
give them the success it has reached today. And
the number of stages has been increased to 14
stages now.

At this festival, you will have various facilities
like convenience to reach the location,
pharmacy, and first aid facilities, rental
apartment options, car camping option, Womo
camping, bathing options, shopping mechanize,
and many other amenities in this festival. You
will also get lost property help and along with
these services, there will be some rules that you
will have to abide by in order to keep the
program running fluently and without any
hurdles. If you are camping there, in your car,
RV, or mobile home, a designated spot will be
given to your which you can use to park your
vehicles.

Vividly famous performers like 100 kilos of
heart, 2elements, Adele Nqeto, Old Coffee,
Andrew takes care of, AnnenMayKantereit,
antelope gear, Arrowheads, Ash, Bazzookas,
beach people, Biffy Clyro will be rocking these
14 stages on various days of the festival.
Globally acclaimed artists like Blond, blackout
problems, blackout problems, boom horns,
Brian Damage, Calima will be blowing your
mind with their unique artistry.

Each day from 15.15 the program will start and
will end by 2 am in the morning. The tickets to
the show are almost sold out. If you still haven’t
booked yours then you must look if the last few
tickets are still available.
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Event Review

MTV VIDEO MUSIC AWARDS 2022 IS GIVING
SPOTLIGHTS TO POP SINGERS

The MTV VMA 2022 has become one of the greatest award shows.
Taylor Swift’s announcement and other enigmatic performances
of various artists have stunned all.

MTV Video Music Awards have always been one of the prestigious
awards in the pop music industry. This year they have taken the
award show to another level with all the excellent award winners.
Not only with the broadcast of the winners but with the enigmatic
performances too. The show took place in Newark’s Prudential
Center. And the biggest attraction of it was the award for the
Video of the Year, which has been won by the global pop artist
Taylor Swift for the short film ‘All Too Well’.

She has also announced her upcoming album, which is going to
release on 21st of October this year. The news of the release of the
album has created a buzz among all her admirers. While taking
the award, she said ‘You guys, I’m just so proud of what we made,
and I now that every second of this moment that we wouldn’t
have been able to make this short film if it weren’t for you, the
fans’. Along with this, other bonafide musicians have also amazed
the global audiences.

The profound artists who have stolen the spotlight were Lizzo, Lil
Nas X, Snoop Dogg, Eminem, Nicki Minaj, and BLACKPINK. Their
brilliant performances have stunned everyone.The opening
performance of Harlow’s First-Class surprised everyone. He hasn’t
performed live in years, but in the VMA as he appeared in the first
performances of the night has astonished all. After that, he and
Fergie came together and gave an outstanding performance in
front of everyone.

This year Nicki Minaj set the stage on fire as the
rapper gave a raging performance. Her ‘All
Things Go’, ‘Roman’s Revenge’, and ‘Super
Freaky Girl’ has grabbed everyone’s attention.
She has not only amazed everyone with her
songs but her dance performances also were
definitely worth watching.

Alongside these, many artists couldn’t attend
the show. For example, harry styles couldn’t
come for the award as the singer was
performing a show in Madison Square, New
York. But he made a virtual appearance for
giving his acceptance speech for his album of
the year award for ‘Harry’s House’.

At one side there were all the established
singer-performer but on the other side, there
were new artists like Måneskin too. Their
brilliant performances have added a different
spark to the award show. They tried some
legendary creations by Bowie, Madonna, and
David Lee Roth.

This year the show has been memorable in a lot
of aspects. As in Taylor Swift has shown her
support for all her fellow musicians like a close
friend. Her cheerful act depicted the fact that
how she supports every creator of the industry.

From 2021, the global icon award was included
in the show and this year the award has been
achieved by the Los Angeles-based rock band
Red Hot Chili Peppers. The artist of the band
has dedicated the award to the late Foo Fighters
drummer Taylor Hawkin.

This year, everyone got to see a very new thing
in the history of VMA’s. Bad Bunny, the Puerto
Rican singer has won the award for artist of the
year. He is the first ever non-English language
singer to win this award.

He couldn’t attend the show but MTV made
their first remote broadcast where the artist got
to deliver his song ‘Tití Me Preguntó’ live from
Yankee Stadium.

With all the excellent performances, audiences
got the opportunity to experience such a large-
scale award show.
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Artist Spotlight

AJ
McLovely
Hitting a
New
Creativity
Level With
'Hold On'
AJ McLovely, the profound artist is
gaining attention with her latest
soundscape named ‘Hold On’. With
this latest track, the artist has
created a buzz among all her
listeners. She has garnered a lot of
listeners from all around the world
with her latest piece of music.

The immensely talented artist AJ
McLovely has showcased her talent
with her musically and lyrically
enriched soundtracks. She has
mesmerized everyone with her
unique creations. The intense
music flow along with the deep
lyrics has attracted a lot of
attention. Her vast array of
presenting her song has made her
musical craft even more
prosperous. The artist has
amplified the genre with her songs.
Each track of her has a different
element within them, thus being
more refreshing. The subtle flow of
the music grows slowly and
captivates the listeners. Along with
being a musician, she is also
anambassador for mental health.
She has also been nominated for
her contribution in mental health
in the Inspiring Aberdeenshire
Awards 2021. She is indeed an
inspiring artist for all.

This rising artist is slowly
showcasing her musical charm
with her creations. She is
establishing herself in the music
industry by sharing her amazing
songs. She has released a few
tracks in her career; those are
‘Breathe’ with Pianist,
DennisDouglas,‘Hold On’,
‘Bleeding Heart’ with Angelo-K,
and ‘Born to Make a Difference’
written by Richard Barriball. All
the tracks are very different than
each other, that is why it has
spread a refreshing vibe within
them. The thematic and rhythmic
flow of them has shown her
creative skills. Along with the
enigmatic and well-versed
writing, her flawless deliverance
has made the songs more
approaching. At such an early
stage of her career, this artist has
gotten a lot of appreciation and
recognition. The opulent music of
the songs has made them even
more pleasing.

Hailing from Aberdeenshire, this
artist has come up with her latest
soundtrack ‘Hold On’.The hooky
and groovy music of it grows
slowly. She has shown her caliber

 and given a musically profuse
track. The brilliantly composed track
has created a sensation among all
music enthusiasts. She created this
song by collaborating with the
guitarist Kevin Buchan. The delicate
presentation has made it different
from other musicians. Her varied
way of presentation has helped her
to create a unique identity among
everyone. Listen to her creations on
YouTube, Spotify, Apple Music, and
SoundCloud. Follow her on
Instagram, Facebook, and her
website to get all the updates.
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Artist Spotlight

Talented
Young Artist
Charles Fanti’s
'Sake Of Love'
Creating a
Buzz in the
Global Music
Industry
Young highlife artist Charles Kwesi
Quansah has already mastered the
art of composing afro beat music
and songwriting has continued to
show his talent with the latest
release. Also known as Charles
Fanti is creating a lot of buzz in the
music industry with his newest and
freshly released track named ‘Sake
Of Love'. This fresh track is turning
the heads of the listeners with its
mid-tempo and dancing music
along with the trendy and modern
lyrics. It is the ultimate feel-good
song that has the ability to lift the
mood of the listeners in one go and
makes them stay hooked on the
beats.

Fanti has already been a rising star
in his home country, Ghana and the
song has been making its presence
known on the country's music
charts. This song, produced by
Gavali Music has already been
dominating the charts of Ghana
and people have showered love
over the singer and his creation. It
has been welcomed by several
nationally known radio DJs and
presenters who have been playing
this track repeatedly on the radio
stations.

Famous DJ of the country Joy's
countdown chart was shown on 

ABN Radio and was placed
number five on the chart. In
addition to that, another famous
personality, DJ Bone's top 10
trending songs also gave the song
the fourth position on the chart.
According to reports, the people
of the country have loved the song
so much that they have been
rushing to the internet to
download Fanti's new track. After
accomplishing success in his
home country, the artist is now
eyeing the global music industry.

The artist has said in many
interviews before that he is
serious about taking his music
international and ready to
compete with other artists who
have gained success on
international platforms. His latest
adventurous track

'Sake Of Love' truly proves that he is
here for the long run and his
mastery over the various segments
of composing a track record is
impeccable. The song carries a mid-
tempo that is beautifully mixed with
afro beat. These afro beats are from
the genre of highlife that gives the
song a unique essence.Not only the
song's composition or beats, but its
lyrics are also enjoyable which adds
another flavor to the song and makes
everyone feel the rhythm of it.
Paired with energetic vocals the
artist has once again shown his
caliber of powerful and confident
singing talent which creates an
attractive ambiance for the
audience. The song is currently out
on major music platforms such as
Spotify, Youtube, and Apple Music.
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Artist Spotlight

Nika Nikoubin Has Come Up
With Her Debut Track 'Sweet

Dreams'

Nika Nikoubin, the emerging artist is
showcasing her musical charm with her
debut soundtrack. She is gaining a lot
of attention with the song named
‘Sweet Dreams’. She has garnered a lot
of listeners from all around the world
with this track.

The young yet talented musician Nika
Nikoubin has amazed everyone with
her profound piece of music. With the
lyrically and musically enriched song,
she has attracted all music enthusiasts.
With the first ever song, she made
everyone aware of her creative talent.
The unique kind of music is helping
her to establish herself as an individual

 musician in the industry. She is
taking the level of pop music to
another level. Along with that, she
is amplifying the true essence of
the genre by delivering such a
song. She is an independent artist
who was always inclined toward
the culture of music and now
making a career in it.

The subtle flow of the song grows
slowly and hits hard as the song
progresses.

 
Comes from Lubbock, Texas this
artist is a rising musician of the

industry, who has recently dropped
her debut track. Her different way
of approaching the song has made
her different from all the other
musicians. With her debut track,
she has gotten a lot of attention.
Currently, this artist is working on
two new song tracks that are going
to come up very soon. The
soundtracks are titled ‘Free’ and
‘She Wolf’. As she has given an
enigmatic song as her debut track,
then it won’t be wrong to say that
the upcoming tracks are also going
to be better too. Her well-versed
write-up has attracted all the
listeners. At a very early stage of
her career, she has gotten a lot of
attention, which is really
impressive.

Nika is establishing herself in the
music industry with her brilliant
piece of work. The song ‘Sweet
Dreams’ has captivated a lot of
listeners in a brief time span. The
thematic and rhythmic flow of it
has helped her a lot to accumulate
all the listeners.

She has shown her talent by
composing the track with
intriguing music and deep lyrics.
Along with that, her perfect way of
deliverance has made it even more
pleasing. Her song is available on
Spotify, YouTube, and Apple Music,
so visit her profile to listen to it.
Other than that, follow her on
Instagram and her website to get
more updates.
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Artist Spotlight

Dark
Capricorn
Rising Is
Showing
New
Creativity
With ‘Long
Time Gone’
Dark Capricorn Rising, the
immensely talented rock band is
creating a buzz among all the
music lovers with their latest
soundscape ‘Long Time Gone’.
With the brisk presentation, the
band has garnered a large number
of listeners from all around the
world.
The proficient rock band Dark
Capricorn Rising has taken the
level of rock music to another level
with their songs. They have shown
their caliber by delivering all the
lyrically and musically enriched
songs. The subtle flow of them has
made their creation even more
energetic. The artists of the band
have perfectly balanced out the
tracks with intriguing beats and
tunes. There are three members in
the band, who creates all the tracks.
Rocky Di lacovo plays drums, Justin
Williams is the lead vocalist, and
Rick Young is on the guitar and
bass, along with that Rick also
produces the songs. So, this is an
independent band that creates all
the soundscapes on their own. This
band has inspired many rock music
aspirants with their creations.

16

DARKCAPRICORNRISING

This group of people has
established themselves in the
music industry by giving all the
variant kinds of soundscapes. The
hooky and groovy music of them
has generated a sensation among
everyone. they have given a lot of
songs in their musical career,
some of them are ‘Land of Broken
Souls’, ‘Battlefield of Dreams’,
‘God Save Ukraine’, and
‘Bureaucracy’. All the tracks are
very different and unique from
each other, and that is the most
refreshing part about their work.
The intriguing music along with
the deep lyrics has garnered a lot
of listeners. The hooky and groovy
music of them has the potential to
linger on the mind of a listener for
a long time.
 
Dark Capricorn Rising is gaining

a lot of attention with their new
song ‘Long Time Gone’. The
enigmatic song has reached out to a
lot of audiences.

The thematic and rhythmic flow of
them has amazed all rock music
enthusiasts. The brilliantly
composed song has left everyone
mesmerized.

Their unique way of presenting the
song has made it different than all
the other artists. It is the diverse
kind of song that has made this band
different from everyone. All of their
songs are available on YouTube,
apple music, and SoundCloud. Visit
their profile to listen to them and
follow them on Facebook to get
more updates on their upcoming
projects.
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Artist Spotlight

Seasoned
Artist NRBARZ
Is Back With
10 Compelling
Tracks in His
New Album
'T.S.I.R. (THE
STRUGGLE IS
REAL)'
Watch NRBARZ ace the race with
his brilliant musical concoctions,
he is making a daunting impression
on this world of music. The
gripping pop and electronic vibes
have been one of the most
imprinting aspects of his musical
artistry. His latest album ‘T.S.I.R.
(THE STRUGGLE IS REAL)’ holds 10
brilliantly performed numbers. And
you will seamlessly lose yourself in
the charming vibes of these tracks.
He has matured vocals and his
overwhelming composing skills are
wooing his audience. He is a singer,
songwriter, music producer, actor,
and entrepreneur working
relentlessly since 2003.

The 1973-born artist has been
offering some exquisite music
throughout his music career. Being
a man of many talents, Ricardo
Alexander Neeley has been
dominating in this daunting
domain of music. Formerly he took
the stage name Barz Noble and now
he is extremely famous with the
name NRBARZ. He grew up in
Nassau, New Providence in the
Bahamas, and the brilliant music
that he delivers is highly influenced
by his mother. He was an avid
member of a group called ‘United’.
Later on, after the group

went on their separate ways he
started to pursue his solo career.

His new album ‘T.S.I.R. (THE
STRUGGLE IS REAL)’ has some
excellent and charming 10 tracks.
Produced and distributed by
Theotopia Notes Publishing. With
Theotopia Notes Publishing he
released his first solo project as
well in 2013, which is called
‘Symphonic Signatures’. And after
that, he released many albums
and singles like ‘S.C.O.A.P. (Soul
Chapters Of A Poetic)’, and
‘Fantasy’. He also has indulged in
some collaborative ventures like
‘21/7 Mixtape’, ‘Sheep In Wolves
Clothing’, ‘Funkanoo’, ‘Trusting’,
and ‘Rainset’. His music is loaded
with the musical zeal he has for
music and his impressive skills.
From hip-hop  

to pop and electronic, he has been
extremely captivating in each of his
musical genres.

In this album, NRBARZ has offered
10 seamless musical blends, which
are ‘Life By The Page’, ‘Beatin' Up
Your Gum’, ‘The Struggle Is Real’,
‘Around The Bend’, ‘Let It Go’, ‘More
Than Just Before’, ‘Can I’, ‘Struttin’,
‘Sumthn’, and ‘Face To Face’. He also
has collaborated with various artists
like Philocypha, Solo, Sketch, and
NevandriaLyriic for various numbers
of this album. Each song of this
album will offer some gleaming
narrations along with some gripping
soundscapes leaving oscillating
vibes for the audience. You can
easily find him on his wiki page,
along with which you can also find
his music on YouTube and Spotify.
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Artist Spotlight

VERSATILE ARTIST MOSTTALKABOUT IS
GIVING US THE TRUE ESSENCE OF MODERN-

DAY HIP-HOP WITH HER MUSIC
The modern performing genre of hip-hop has given birth to many
successful artists who have gotten worldwide fame and popularity.
Several new artists showcase their talents and in that list of new
talents, Mosttalkabout can be considered as one of the most
talented and promising artists. With every single release, the
artist is expanding her reach and securing her place in the
playlists of the audiences.

About:
In the music industry of hip-hop and rap, many new talents are
entering every day with a big dream and hope of getting viral and
being famous. But only a few artists are in the race and
Mosttalkabout is one of the most significant names there. The
promising talent just started in the industry and with her hard
work and immense talent, she has gained an adequate amount of
followers and listeners. She first released music on social
platforms in 2021 and since then she has become quite a
sensation and is responsible for creating a buzz on social media.
She has recently released two new singles 'Global Crisis' and
'Reciprocated' which have been gaining appreciation from her
fans. The artist, Mosttalkabout has always expressed her feelings
through music and the lyrics are inspired by her 

lifestyle, beliefs, and morals that she lives by.

Music Career:
She first released music back in 2021 on social
media platforms and has been gaining
popularity ever since. In 2021, she released two
singles 'Sugar Daddy' and 'Reality' which gained
praise from her fans and followers in the digital
media. Following those two songs, she came up
with the third single track 'Been All Over The
World' in the same year.

This year she continued her journey by
expressing her talents through music with other
two new singles, 'Global Crisis' and
'Reciprocated' which are the highlights of her
career, and listeners have been nothing but in
the mood for praises.

Latest release:
The two new tracks that Mosttalkabout released
this year carry the same essence of her previous
musical pieces, filled with energy, catchy beats,
and well-written and expressive rap verses. The
promising talent has proved yet another time
her caliber of making enjoyable and meaningful
music at the same time.

The melodic progressions feature the artist's
strong and powerful vocals which are expressive
and talk about real-life issues. Fans are eagerly
waiting for her next ventures, while you can
listen to them on Spotify along with the other 3
singles. For further updates, follow the artist on
Instagram and Twitter.
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Artist Spotlight

Heather
Gauthier Aka
HKG Has
Returned to
the Music
Scene With
the Song
“Made You
Look”
Supremely talented and rising
music artist HKG has launched her
debut single “Made You Look,”
which is creating a refreshing scene
in the EDM and pop music genre.
The song is rapidly gathering a lot
of music lovers, resulting in a
growing fan base of the artist. The
track’s bass-boosted music
combined with the deep and groovy
nodes is lighting up the
atmosphere in the music industry.
Exceptional songwriting and
breathtaking composition from the
artist have become the main
highlight of the song. The artist has
amazed the global music
community with her first-ever solo
production. It has to be said that it
is only a matter of time before the
artist starts topping several musical
charts.

eather Gauthier, popularly known
as HKG, is a resident of Chicago,
United States. The artist has been
associated with music for two
decades now and has finally
decided to come up with her solo
single. The artist is not only a
specialist in pop but also excels in
making tracks in the electronic

 dance music genre as well.

HThe artist is on a mission to
provide some rock and rolling
music that can cheer up the vibe
among music lovers and make
them groove to the beats.
Heather Gauthier is a pop music
artist who has been
experimenting with music for over
20 years now. Having been on the
Chicago music scene for such a
long time, the experienced artist
understands that the music
industry has become a tougher
place now than before. Therefore,
to provide some rejuvenation of
modern pop music, the artist has
embarked upon a journey once
again to prove her talent and
skills. With the first solo single
already up and available for
purchase this Friday 9/2 on every

major platform where music can be
downloaded.

The latest release, “Made You Look,”
is a song that focuses on a
presentation of dark disco at its best.
The wonderful subject matter and
theme behind the song make it a
rare production in today’s music
business. The artist has collaborated
with bibzmusic for the production of
her first solo single.

The brilliant lyrical plays
synchronizing with the background
music in the track go on to highlight
the artist’s creativity levels. The
song can be streamed by music
enthusiasts across the world on the
artist’s SoundCloud. Stay tuned to
HKG’s profile for her upcoming
release ‘The Emancipation of Queen
Heather’ this October.
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Music News

JUSTIN BIEBER IS BOUNCING BACK ON
STAGE AFTER HIS FACIAL PARALYSIS

Justin Bieber had to postpone his shows of ‘Justice Tour’ in the
North American leg due to his Ramsay Hunt syndrome. He is
coming back after the recovery.

The pop icon Justin Bieber has come again back on stage after
surviving the Ramsay Hunt syndrome. The artist was forced to
take a break from his tour because the right side of his face was
paralyzed due to the disease.

He had to take some time off in this period for the diagnosis. He
was being cured from mid-June, and he canceled all the shows at
this time.

After such a hard time, he came back with his enthralling
performance on the stage of the Lucca Summer Festival in Italy.
The show took place last Sunday, on 31st July. As of now, the artist
is looking good and quite healthy.

In the show, he performed from all his albums. And everyone from
the audience thoroughly enjoyed his performance.

The artist himself has shared some photos of the show and
captioned it by saying ‘Luv u guys and I missed you.’

About the Ramsay Hunt syndrome, Mayo Clinic
has said that it ‘occurs when a shingles outbreak
affects the facial nerve near one of your ears’. In
the video that he posted of his sickness, was
visible that the artist was struggling to smile,
blink, and move his nostril.

After a few days of treatment, Justin himself
posted that ‘each day has gotten better’ and his
faith in god has helped him to deal with the
whole situation.

In an interview, Usher has also said that he is
recovering and ‘doing great’.

His ‘Justice Tour’ has been postponed for the
North American leg and they are going to
announce the new dates very soon. Currently,
he has gone for his shows in Europe. Next, he is
going to perform in Denmark on 3rd August.

He will perform in South Africa, the Middle
East, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and the UK.
Audiences can pre-book the tickets from now.

(Butter
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Demi
Lovato and
Jimmy
Fallon’s
Dance on
Katrina
Kaif’s “Kala
Chashma”
Has
Become the
Topic of the
Moment
Demi Lovato shared a video on
Instagram of The Tonight Show
with Jimmy Fallon, where they can
be seen grooving to the tunes of
Katrina Kaif’s “Kala Chashma”
song.When Sidharth Malhotra
discussed Katrina Kaif’s trick of
swallowing ice cubes to look
attractive during the shoot, it
brought up thoughts of “Kala
Chashma” from the most recent
episode of Koffee with Karan
Season 7. And now a popular BTS
clip from The Tonight Show, in
which Jimmy Fallon and Demi
Lovato can be seen dancing to the
same Badshah song, has fans
perplexed.

The talk show presenter is seen

walking before stumbling down in
the video shared by Jimmy
Fallon’s show and Demi Lovato’s
Instagram page. Jimmy performs
his dance skills on the floor as
“Kala Chashma” plays in the
background, as Demi watches him
with anxiety as the female
musicians begin playing their
guitars around him.

Fans were enthralled by Demi and
Jimmy’s funny interaction, but
they were also attentive to the
music. A fan commented, “Hindi
song (Kala Chashma) at the
background makes is special!!.”
Another fan said, “Not Demi using
audio from an Indian song queen.”
Others even made fun of the well-
known broadcaster for claiming
that the video is about “Jimmy
Fallen” in their jokes.

On The Tonight Show, Demi
Lovato promoted her most recent
album, Holy Fvck. This weekend,
the singer-actor celebrated her
30th birthday and was spotted
doing so. Both the host and the
visitor were observed laughing
and even participating in some
enjoyable games. The show was
quite cheerful throughout its
entirety as the audience seemed
to enjoy it.

Returning back to the Baar Baar
Dekho song, during their talk on
Season 7 of Koffee with Karan, host
Karan Johar and Sidharth Malhotra
were candid about the same. The
Shershaah actor disclosed Katrina
Kaif’s secret to maintaining her
fitness throughout the song shoot as
he and Vicky Kaushal talked about
fitness. He revealed, “Woh barf kha
rahi thi yaar (She was eating ice
cubes) during Kala Chashma shoot.
She was only eating ice to keep
hydrated and lean, but she looked so
good.”

Vicky, the husband of Katrina, was
shocked by Sidharth’s disclosure,
and KJo laughed to say that she still
had a beautiful appearance in the
song.
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3 Wholesome and Impressive
Habits of Ariana Grande That

You Can Steal To Have A Better
Life

Ariana Grande-Butera, 29 years old pop
star and vocal queen of this generation
has these habits that she swears by
have helped her maintain a healthy
and successful lifestyle.

The artist made a name for herself as a
child actress and artist when she first
worked in a musical in 2008. Later on,
she got into the public eye by playing
the worldwide famous and beloved
character Cat Valentine in hit
Nickelodeon sitcoms; Victorious (2010)
and Sam & Cat (2013). It was only the
start of her career because later on she
went ahead and became this
generation's most known and popular
pop star who sold numerous records at
this early age.

Besides her heavenly vocals and trendy
fashion style along with her famous
ponytail, there are some habits that
the pop icon swears by and maintains
that have helped in her career. 

These 3 habits are perfect to steal
and follow that will elevate your
lifestyle and behavior too!

Ariana prioritizes her mental
health

 Her hit single 'thank u, next' is
the perfect anthem of protecting
yourself and doing what is best for
your good. The song mainly
illustrates her feelings toward
dating, where she is quick to move
on from a place that does not
respect her mental peace
anymore.

But this is not only applicable for
her dating life but also to her daily
life and work situation as well. She
advises her millions of Instagram
followers to do everything in their
powers to protect their mental
peace and energy as it is the
foundation of leading a happy life.

So, take up this habit of putting
your mental health above
everything if you want to stay
content and feel happy.

Keeping her ego in check!

 As a world-famous singer, she has
popularity and fame that is on
another level. In addition to that, a
net worth of hundreds of millions
and people going crazy over just
one appearance of the singer can
lead to having an egocentric
nature. But Ariana is the best at
checking herself in every situation
and keeping her ego aside.

While she is confident, she is also
constantly trying to be on her best
behavior by being empathic which
humbles her.

This can help you too. You just
need to constantly ask yourself
before acting a certain type of way,
is this you, or you are giving
yourself to the ego?

Standing her ground

 At the start of her career, the Pop
star often faced an unwelcoming
attitude. As a woman of the height
of 160 cm, she was not taken
seriously. In an interview with
Billboard, she explained how she
has walked out of interviews before
when she felt disrespected.

As a feminist herself, Ariana always
stands her ground when being
disrespected and this is a lesson
that every person should take from
her.

Everyone is equal in this world and
deserves equal respect. So
remember to stand up for yourself
and take authority!
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Beyoncé Is Creating A Buzz With the Teaser of ‘I’M THAT GIRL’
Beyoncé came back with her new
creation as she dropped the teaser
video of her latest craft ‘I’M THAT
GIRL’. This video has generated a
sensation among all.

The pop musician Beyoncé has
finally given the teaser of the track
‘I’M THAT GIRL’. After watching
the video, a lot of people are
assuming that the video can be
getting along with the album or
only for the music video. Apart
from that, some people are also
guessing maybe the video of
‘Renaissance’ is called ‘I’m That
Girl?’

No one is sure about what the
actual thing is. The artist has
stunned everyone with the teaser.
In the video, she has been seen in a
beautiful metallic dress and
cracking an egg. From the video, no

one can assume much. Somewhere she
was posing in a closet or somewhere
sitting on a bed. It is very different from
any other creations of her.

In this video, people could see various
looks at her, which just flashed in it.
Some of her looks were with bangs, a
green hair look, a bob look, and a face
drenched in silver. All these amazed all
the viewers instantly. She has also been
seen singing the song. To say it in a
more precise way, listeners will get to
see a lot of things in the video after it
releases.

The colorful and glam looks in the video
has created a buzz among all of her
admirers. After watching the teaser,
only one thing can be said ‘be limitless
in their expansive listening journey’.

The producer of the album Kelman
Duran said about the first track of the
album that ‘I was just tripping out that

it was her voice, so I couldn’t really
listen to the song’

He also shared about the
experience by saying ‘I was just
like, ‘How did this happen?’

The producer added more ‘I guess it
meant something to Dominicans…I
think it was just really exciting for a
lot of people’.

With every creation, Beyoncé is
taking her level of music to a new
height. For example, her last album
‘Renaissance’ was a massive hit
that has turned the whole internet
upside down.

Some songs from the album were
‘Thique’, ‘Break My Soul’, ‘Move’,
and ‘Alien Superstar’. It was an
enigmatic creation that has left a
mark in the music industry.
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Rihanna Has Set an Example
with Her Baby Bump Pictures

3 times Rihanna surprised everyone
with her baby bump pictures. The artist
has always created a sensation with her
pictures and she hasn’t missed a
chance even now.

The Grammy-winning artist Rihanna is
setting the bar high for everyone with
her pregnancy pictures as she is
expecting her first baby with the rapper
A$AP Rocky.

During her pregnancy period, she was
photographed while walking in New
York City. She has shown her baby
bump in a unique way. The artist wore
an oversized pink jacket, which was
unbuttoned at the bottom and revealed
her baby bump beautifully.

She completed her look by adding
some gold pieces of jewelry with it.The
pair was clicked in Harlem, A$AP
Rocky’s homeland where they enjoyed
a snowy walk in the outdoors.
Rihanna did attend the Paris Fashion
Week for Dior’s runway show in a black

 see-through dress. Barbadian pop
singer created a stunning look
with her lacy outfit, which also
revealed her baby bump
gorgeously. She is one of the most
renowned international artists.

She is also the fashion icon of the
music industry. This artist
experimented with various kinds
of looks whether it is a red carpet
or any kind of public appearance.

She has stated ‘I’m trying to enjoy
it as much as I could, and fashion
is one of my favorite things. We’re
defying what it even means to be
pregnant and maternal’. She also
added ‘It can get uncomfortable at
times, and so you can dress the
part and pretend’.

All her looks are extremely
attractive, but one more time the
artist has made her pregnancy
look beyond beautiful. At the Off-
White Fall 2022 fashion show, she

 appeared with a body-hugging
peach dress and completed the
outfit with a cozy jacket along with
strappy sandals. This artist used a
variant kind of necklace and
completed the look with hoop
earrings.

Rihanna has always been one of the
most attractive singers of all time.
Her way of creating a look with
perfect accessories has always
mesmerized people.

In every public appearance with her
boyfriend A$AP Rocky, this couple
has shown their romance. On this
matter, the rapper Rocky has also
said that being in a relationship
with her is ‘So much better.

So much better when you got 'the
One.' She amounts to probably, like,
a million of the other ones. I think
when you know, you know. She's
the One’.
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Nicki Minaj
Tops
Billboard
Hot 100
Once Again
with New
Track
'Super
Freaky Girl'
Nicki Minaj still continues to
spread her musical greatness across
the world more than a decade later
into her career. Her latest single,
‘Super Freaky Girl’ has debuted at
#1 on the Billboard Hot 100,
making it her third time to top the
chart and her first time debuting at
number one unaccompanied.
Earlier she appeared at the number
1 position alongside Doja Cat on
‘Say So’ and 6ix9ine on ‘Trollz’.

As per the reports of Billboard, the
song, ‘Super Freaky Girl’ is Minaj’s
first solo hit to debut at the number
1 position on the chart and the
first-ever single by a female rapper
to top the chart since Lauren Hill in
1998. With the track, Nicki Minaj
has also become the first female
lead musician to peak at the
number one position on the chart
this year.

Republic Records has also released
a press release stating that Minaj
has become the first female rapper

Super
Gie

NICHI MINAU

in two years to peak at the number
one position on the chart without
a music video. The press releases
also inform that she is the first
emcee with multiple number one
debuts on the chart with her other
songs.

A sample of Rick James’ ‘Super
Freak’ is featured in Nicki’s latest
track, ‘Super Freaky Girl’. The
song has gained a massive
response and love from the
audience. In just the first week, it
has had 89,000 downloads, 21.1
million streams, and 4.6 million
radio airplay audience
impressions.

Music lovers from all over the
world have given the song massive
positive reviews.
The song is the ‘Super Bass’
singer’s 21st single to appear in

 the Top 10 of the Billboard Hot 100
chart. This is her second single this
year to achieve so after her
collaboration with Lil Baby for the
track, ‘Do We Have A Problem’.

‘Super Freaky Girl’ is topping the
Digital Song Sales charts and
streaming platforms as well.

She posted on her social media, ‘You
did it barbz. You did it’ celebrating
her success. She also thanked her
fans, ‘I love you so much. like so so
SO much. Thank you.’

With Minaj topping the Hot 100
chart right after Beyoncé with ‘Break
My Soul’ and Lizzo with ‘About
Damn Time’, it is the first time in the
century that three solo Black female
singers have dominated the
Billboard Hot 100 chart.
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Katy Perry’s Crazy FashionKaty Perry’s Crazy Fashion
Sense And Red AuraSense And Red Aura

Tantalize Her FansTantalize Her Fans
American singer-songwriter Katy Perry has a crazy
sense of fashion that reflects through every outfit she
wears for the shows. Let’s take look at the stunning
pieces.

Katheryn Elizabeth Hudson, better known as Katy Perry
is truly one of the top pop singers in America. Other
than her music what stole the hearts of her fans are her
amazing and crazy outfits.

The time when the ‘Roar’ singer performed in that
attractive latex bodysuit with details cut out, the
audience could not help but appreciate her presence.
Katy offered an unwavering performance while her
show-stopper dress and tassel which was hanging from
her hips to the floor. Soon it became a favorite of
Miranda and Carrie’s and they wore it on the red carpet

for performance.

This singer’s 95-minute performance is something very
delightful for the audience as it contains all her famous
tracks from the last decade along with seven times of
costume changes, rainbows, confetti, etc. Huge stage
props like a mushroom, a huge rocking horse, paper toilet
paper, etc are also a part of it. 

Fans could not forget about her metallic mini dress which
was complimented by crushed beer cans. There were two
particular cans on her bosom from which she poured
herself some beer amidst the performance. As quirkier as
it gets, Zaldy made the design of the costume who is well
known for designing for Katy.

Zaldy has also designed a stunning pink mod mini dress
with white knee-high boots. Later on, Katy appeared white
dress and turban which were designed by Heather
Picchiottino. She appeared from a bathroom covered with
toilet paper. At the climax of the show, she wore a pink
velvet gown along with a neckline that stood out. Such a
stage presence of the singer truly tantalizes the hearts of
her fans.

Katy Perry’s avant-garde choices kept changing like
seasons however, she never failed to come up with
something new, unique, and crazily satisfying. Her iconic
Chandelier Dress by Moschino is one of them that she
wore on the 2019 Met Gala red carpet. The fans were
craving a burger when the singer appeared in a
cheeseburger costume for the promo for her single “Bon
Appétit” in 2017.

The crazy ideas kept on rolling as she appeared in an
iconic popcorn dress in the 2012 LA premiere of "Katy
Perry: Part of Me?''. Her top hat was crafted like a film reel
while corn kernels were hanging.

The American Idol Judge once stole the show in 2019
when she appeared as Ursula on Disney Night. It is safe to
say, the quirky ideas along with a potent dose of creativity
reflect in Katy Perry’s wardrobe.
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BLACKPINK'S"PinkVenom
ISSPREADINGRAPIDLYTHROUGH
THEGLOBALMUSICCHARTS

SouthKoreangirlgroupBLACKPINKissettingnew
recordswiththelatestsingle'PinkVenom'.Thissingle
isappearingintheforthcomingalbum,named'BornPink'.

K-popgirlgroupBLACKPINKcontinuestoclimb
newheightsofsuccesswiththereleaseoftheir
latestsingle'PinkVenom'.Currently,thissingle
isonawinningstreakofmakingmultiplerecords
withinashortduration.Thisisincidentis

markingthegroup'sepiccomebackafter22
longmonthsofhiatus.

Thislatestsingleisappearingintheupcoming
albumofthebandtitled,"BornPink".Thisisthe
secondfull-lengthalbumbythebandwhichis
scheduledtobereleasedonSeptember16ofthis
year.Thelastfull-lengthalbumreleasedbythe
wholebandwasinOctober2020.Itwasthefirst

albumbythequartettitled,TheAlbum'.

'PinkVenom'isoneofthemostexcitinghip-hop
representationsbythisgroupwhichhastopped
onthelargestmusicstreamingplatform,Spotify.
ThetracklandedontheDailyTopSongschart
thisSaturday.Thisisthefirstrecordachievedby
thisunwaveringk-popgirlgroup.Thesonghas
alsogainedtheNo.1spotonSpotify'sGlobal
Top50chartthisSunday.



NotonlySpotifybutthetrackiscurrently
gainingmassiveglobalattentionthrough
theiTunesTopSongchartsinmorethan69
countriesacrosstheglobe.Asaresult,the
buzzisquitehighintheregionslikeSouth
America,NorthAmerica,Oceania,Europe,

andAsia.

Thetrackhasalsomadesomesignificant
progressonChina'sbiggestmusicplatform
0QmusicandotherDomesticmusicplatforms
likeVibe,Bugs,Melon,andGenie.Settingup
multiplerecords,thissongistrulymakinga

differenceintheindustry.

Theofficialmusicvideohasbrokentherecord
of70millionwithin15hoursofpremieringon
YouTube.Ittookonly30hourstoreach100
millionviewsforthetrackisthefastestrecord
foranyKoreanMusicGroup.NotonlyinKorea
butthisfastest100millionrecordisneverhit

byanyfemalemusicartistbefore.

YuantaSecuritiesKoreahasmadeaforecast

onthisgirlgroup'srecord-breakingactivities
andepiccomebackinthemusicscene.Analyst

LeeHye-insaid,"Blackpinkwasableto
establishacareer-high,althoughviewership

onYouTubehasbeenreducedingeneral,
comparedtothetimewhentheCOVID-19

pandemicwasathighrisk."

Theexpertsarealsosuggestingthat
BLACKPINK'sindexisquiteduetoitsglobal
loyalfanbasejustlikeBTS,TaylorSwift.Ariana
Grande,andmanyothers.Andthebestpartis
thatthefanbaseisgrowingbiggereveryday.



World Music

Reasons Why BTS’ V is
Your Favorite Crush

The buoyant boy band BTS has swept the whole
internet with their vibrant k-pop music for the last few
years. And the band has become the most loved band in
the world, with their gripping music and extremely
charming aura. Yet, V has always stood out from the
rest with some of his unique qualities and quirky and
witty presence of mind.

Kim Tae-hyung of BTS is a kind person, who has a
beautiful voice, and a smile that can give you an acute
heart arrest, apart from that there are plenty of things
about him that contribute to the promising factors for
him having such a big fan base.

He is a very good-looking person and has a great sense
of fashion, even though he often experiments with his
looks and carries it with confidence and his
mesmerizing swag which makes his vibes more
wonderful. So here are 3 reasons why everyone loves
him;

His cute and attractive personality

The way he speaks with people, and the way he indulges
in a conversation, make his entire aura irresistible to his
audience. Some interesting facts that everyone should
know about him, His nicknames are Blank Tae and
TaeTae Biting nails, saying words like ‘apa!’ which
means ‘it hurts’ and ‘eomma’ means mommy, or leaving
his mouth open; are some of the extremely attractive
traits that make people fall for him.
He loves watching cartoons and anime and plays the
saxophone extremely well.

His three extremely attractive moles on his face

He does not like to wear shoes, even though his fashion
sense is incredible. He is scared of ghosts and likes to keep
his hands away from any gross thing and he doesn’t prefer
to be high but roller costars can be an exception.
The most attractive part about him is that he speaks in a
cute way that anything can seem seamless, especially
when it’s coming out of his mouth.

He is a brilliant performer

Let it be his singing or his dancing qualities he is brilliant
in every way possible and now he has proved his acting
ability with the youth historical drama ‘Hwarang: The
Beginning’. And everything adds up to his ecstatic
performing list, he is a gifted artist who has aced in every
performing domain with his brilliant and prolific nature.
He has captured a zillion of hearts with his supreme
artistic qualities and his interesting nature. This 1995-
born performer is capable of doing anything and his
graceful aura makes it seem perfect. He can be cute, funny,
blank, angry, serious, sad, and everything will look just as
brilliant as his artistry.

His love for Children

He has stated many times that he would like to be a one-
woman-man and he hasn’t found the love of his life yet.
Even though, the statement is enough for any woman to
fall for a person who has an amazing voice and can dance
and can be funny and cute at the same time. He is a really
warm person who loves kids and may that is the main
reason he is everyone’s crush and the number is growing
each day. He also has shared that his dad is his inspiration
and he would like to do the same with his child and be a
role model for his children as well. His amicable enigma
and his heart-melting warm words have done the magic.
There is no end while talking about this impressive and
incredible human being famously known as V. But surely
these are the reasons why he is your favorite crush and
will be as long as he stays as truthful and spontaneous as
he is now.
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BTS's V and Blackpink's
Jennie Are Dating?

Rumors Spark After Their
'leaked' Pictures Go Viral

on Twitter
Are you also a fan of Kim Taehyung's dreamy eyes and
charming smile? Then you might find this shocking to
know that this perfect man has a new love interest in
his life. It is none other than the famous k-pop
superstar and member of one of the most iconic girl
bands of today, Blackpink's Jennie.

The two have been related in the past several times as
people have noticed romantic sparks and chemistry
between them. However, now people, especially ARMY
and BLINKS are convinced of the fact that they are in
fact dating.

Two pictures of these two idols got leaked on Twitter,
by an account with the username @gurumiharibo
which shows the idols are hanging out. The dating
rumors first swept both the idols in May when a photo
taken on Jeju Island spread online. The photo closely
resembles the two idols which were then addressed by
YG Entertainment, the company that manages
Blackpink.

However, the statement was further confusing as they said
they had nothing to say in this matter. The agency, Hybe,
which manages BTS has maintained a distance from these
rumors and this time as well they did not make any
remarks.

The two photos are now responsible for resurfacing the
rumors again. The first photo that was leaked on August
23rd is supposedly at a hair salon and the two actors are
seen to be hanging out together. V wore an animal print
shirt and was getting his hair done, while Jennie in
lavender t-shirt is taking a mirror selfie. The next photo is
the real deal and fueled the rumors even more as we can
see the two idols are taking a mirror selfie at V's house.

Naturally, social media is buzzing and the fans just can't
keep calm. But, some of them are divided and while a
group is supporting these two together, the other group is
finding it hard to digest. The reason for their problem with
these two dating? You may find it weird but these fans
who are mostly teenage girls cannot see Taehyung dating
a girl.

On top of that, the K-pop industry is known for its toxicity
with overworked idols and for keeping a tag on their
personal lives and choices.  Even though it seems
shocking as both the idols are adults and should live a
normal life, it might be the price of being so popular and
loved by fans.
Some fans think that these photos are fake, as many of
them went on Twitter to rant about the lighting, shadows,
and angels not being matched. According to this section of
Twitter, both the photos are photo shopped to make it
seem to like V and Jennie are together. This might be true
as this has not come from legitimate sources and neither
the idols nor their agencies have confirmed it yet.

But the most concerning thing in this whole fiasco is that
even if the photos are real since it was not published but
leaked, is it fair for these two idols?

Imagine you are at their places and someone is leaking
your memories captured as photographs without your
permission on social media and is forcing you to comment
on that. Just the thought of this happening to you seems
scary and fearful of your privacy. So it is not hard to
imagine what both the idols are feeling. It is the most
important thing to remember whether people are famous
or not, they have the right to their privacy.

So are they really dating or someone just made their
successful attempt at brilliant photoshop? Only time will
tell!!!!!
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Artist Interview

From Firm Lyrical
Generosity to

Uniquely
Arranged Music,

Low Aura Is
Winning Hearts
With His 'Arcana

Current'

Low Aura is breaking the internet with his
overwhelming music formation. From some compelling
grooving elements and profound narration to his
brilliant performance, this song ‘Arcana Current’ will
blow your mind. So, let’s find out more about this
unique artist and his impressive craft. And also his
future plans what he has planned for his audience in the
future. We have recently got the opportunity to have a
discussion with this talented star. Let’s see how it all
went 

Q. Which name would you like to promote your
work in? 

A. Low Aura

Q. Describe the thematic and musical linearity of
your soundscape. 

A. My songs usually start out with either an off-beat
sound effect, pre-recorded vocal sample or a chilling
soundscape, minimal synth/piano. I then enter into an
either lovable, warm storyline or just a straight to the
point dark/romantic vulnerable atmosphere.

Q. What are your new releases? 

A. I just finished writing/producing my third self-
recorded studio album called "Swim Eternity" which I
have set to release February 13th, 2023 via Spotify,
iTunes etc. There will be a pre-order on iTunes
Novemebr 3rd, 2022 and I'm really, truly excited about
this album.

Q. Where do you hail from?

A. Santa Barbara, California

Q. Are you associated with any record label or
production house? 

A. I self produce/record at my home studio.

Q. How important are live gigs in the career of an
artist? 

A. Really important. I dream of playing great live gigs.
I've just been putting in a lot of time and effort into
finding my sound, comfortability with my gear (and
loads of practice) first hand. I think it's important for
me as a musician to have great strong songs, merch, and
to have or create a memorable artist image. I've spent
the last 4 years building myself, my brand, my readiness
and I've never felt in a place like I do now, where I'm so
ready to get out there and show people who I am, what
I've got and to just follow my dream.

Q. What is the responsibility of the audience in the
expansion of music and artists around the world? 

A. The main responsibility is to simply just, listen or at
least to have the willingness to actually listen.
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KNOW ALL ABOUT ADELE’S FAMILY
BACKGROUND, HUSBAND SIMON KONECKI,

SON ANGELO, AND CURRENT DATE RICH
PAUL

Grammy award-winning music artist Adele has had a tough ask
whenever it came to her personal life. However, the London-
born singer always made the right decisions

Introduction & Family Background
Considered one of the greats in the present music industry,
English singer and songwriter Adele has given music lovers many
songs to cherish and enjoy. The popular music artist is known for
her works in super hits like “Hello,” “Someone Like You,” best for
Last,” and many more. Born as Adele Laurie Blue Adkins on May 5,
1988, In Tottenham, England, Adele was raised by her English
mother Penny Adkins, and a Welsh father Marc Evans.
Unfortunately, her father left the family when the singer was
merely a year old.Talking about the background of Adele’s
parents, her mother Penny Susan Adkins was born in 1968 in
Islington, North London. Her mother got pregnant with Adele
when she was only eighteen years old. Adele once confessed that
while her mother got pregnant, she was looking for admission to a
university. Coming to her father, Marc Evans abandoned the
family when Adele was nine months old. A normal relationship of
being friends continued between Evans and Adkins until the
former got addicted to alcohol. As a mother with the
responsibility of raising her child, Penny worked as a furniture
maker and several other jobs to provide for he rself and Adele.
Marc Evans eventually died in 2021 at the age of 57 after losing
his fight to bowel cancer.

Marriage & Relationships
Talking about the present situation, Adele and her former

husband Simon Konecki are now officially
divorced. Adele and Konecki started dating back
in 2011 and eventually got married in 2018.
Surprisingly enough, the couple decided to
break their marriage in the same year it took
place. The following year saw Adele file for a
divorce and in 2021, the couple’s divorce was
finalized.

The Background Story
October 2011 marks the time when the CEO of a
non-profit organization Simon Konecki met
Adele. Previously, Konecki was married to
fashion stylist Clary Fisher which lasted until
2008. The pair of Adele and Konecki also
attended the 2012 Grammy Awards together.
After the British songwriter started dating
Simon in 2011, the couple was blessed with a
child in 2012. Finally, in October 2012, the pair
welcomed their child and named him Angelo.
After carrying on with their parenting and
relationship for six continuous years, Adel and
Simon got married in 2018. Well, here comes the
twist that many didn’t expect, as the couple
decided to get divorced later in the same year
itself. Representatives of Adele confirmed that
the pair were separated in April 2019. Talking
about the official proceedings, Adele filed for
divorce that year. After going on for almost two
years, the official divorce of Simon Konecki and
Adele got finalized on March 4, 2021. Being
together for such a long time, the couple
understood what it means to be raising their
child Angelo and did the same. While they were
already separated as husband and wife, the
couple decided to co-parent Angelo and also
remained good friends. Both of them are now
happy with their personal lives and are also
running on the same terms whenever it comes
down to raising their child Angelo. The singer
has even admitted that the latest music album
titled “30” is a tribute to her relationship with
Simon Konecki.

Adele & Rich Paul
Adele and Rich Paul were first spotted together
publicly when the NBA Finals game between
Milwaukee Bucks and Phoenix Suns took place
on July 17, 2021. She was spotted donning an
animal-print coat. After getting spotted
multiple times at NBA games with Lebron James
and his agent Rich Paul, Adele and Rich finally
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announced their relationship on Instagram by posting pictures where Adele was wearing a Schiaparelli dress and
Paul, on the other hand, was donning a black suit. The photos were originally shot at the wedding of Anthony Davis’s
wedding ceremony. On October 7, in an interview with Vogue, Adele revealed that she and Paul were friends before
they started dating. Their next NBA date came on October 19, 2021, when the match between Golden State Warriors
and Los Angeles Lakers was scheduled to take place as the season opener. Since then, the couple has made quite a
few public appearances to watch the Lakers take on other teams in NBA.

Back on February 8, 2022, Adele sparked engagement rumors when she posed for a photo shoot at the Brit Awards
Show, wearing a massive Lorraine Schwartz pear-shaped diamond ring on her left hand.

Kids

Adele is the mother of one child from her previous marriage to Simon Konecki as of August 2022. Her son’s name is
Angelo Adkins and is due to become 10 years old on October 19, 2022. Angelo Adkins is the sole child but he also has
a half-sister from his father Simon’s previous marriage to Clary Fisher.To conclude, it can be said that Adele has had
both good and rough times in her life. Adele still aims to entertain music lovers with her talent for songwriting and
singing.
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Music Review
After teasing the track
several times on social
media “Calm Down” by
Selena Gomez and Rema is
finally out and available for
streaming on all major
platforms.

Popular Nigerian rapper
Divine Ikubor, aka Rema,
has collaborated with
American songwriter
Selena Gomez for their
brand-new song “Calm
Down.” The song is as
soothing as it can get with
the mesmerizing voice of
both the artists, with Rema
giving an African touch to
the latest production.

On the other hand, the
second verse by Selena
Gomez perfectly matches
the rhythm and beats in the
track. The YouTube video
has been choreographed in
a simple yet creative
manner, highlighting the
lyrics more than the
visuals. The visuals in the
music video feature
outdoor shots which show
different types of fabrics,
flowers, certain interior
decorating materials
influenced by African
culture, etc.

The track is actually a
remix of the second single
from Rave & Roses, Rema’s
debut studio album. The
initial track has also topped
all the way to number 56 on
the Billboard Global Excl.
US and peaked at number 7
on the Billboard U.S.
Afrobeat Songs.

The brilliant songwriting
from the Nigerian artist 

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

AMERICAN MUSIC ARTIST
SELENA GOMEZ JOINS
NIGERIAN SENSATION

REMA FOR THE REMIX OF
THE POPULAR SONG

"CALM DOWN"

!  !  !  !  " 

clubbed with the excellent part from Selena has not
gone unnoticed as the song has become the topic of the
hour in the international music community. The title of

 the song is absolutely
justified, as listeners can
really calm down after
listening to the song.

The free-flowing
progression of the track can
engage the hearts of many
with its crisp and calming
beats. Talking about the
instrumentals, the entire
musical composition
throughout the 4-minute
track has been mixed in an
ideal manner that suits the
pace of the song magically.

In a world full of artists,
where most artists and
musicians are busy coming
up with music based on
hip-hop and rock, Selena
Gomez and Rema have
proved that a musical
production, rich in lyrics,
feelings, and emotions can
also attract listeners.

The 22-year-old African
artist has hence proved that
if there is talent and a true
desire to excel, there is
nothing in the world that
can stop it. With a total of 3
verses and 2 choruses
where both artists have
sung, the song looks
destined to top several
charts yet again.

The concept holding
portrayal of love in the
subject matter of the song
sung by a male and female
artist makes it even more
interesting. Music lovers all
across the world can now
stream the song “Calm
Down” on YouTube and
other major music-
streaming platforms. 
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Music Review
The 22 years old Aitch
debuted with his latest
album ‘Close To Home’
which is filled with his
desire to evolve, curiosity,
creativity, and burning
impulse to prove himself.

Harrison Armstrong, better
known as Aitch has been
the poster boy of
Manchester since his debut
single in 2019. This rapper
demolished the charts in
that year with three songs
in the top ten at the same
time, owning almost half of
the chart.

Since then the rapper has
seen a revolution in his
career and his newfound
popularity. He has gone
through the development of
being in bus shelters
around Britain to
advertising Lynx deodorant
in the country.

The 22-year-old has broken
the image of this 'party-boy'
and emerged into a
beautiful storyteller in the
album ‘Close To Home’.

When I was listening to the
album and its 16 songs it
took me on a beautiful ride
and a surprising journey.
This album was in the
making for two years and
the songs have shown the
development of the rapper's
20-cent-ish party bangers,
which dominated his two
previous EPs.

The whole album pays a
tribute to his Mancunian
roots as he has described it
as "100,000% a proper
Manches ter album". 

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

AITCH'S CLOSE TO HOME:
THE DEBUT ALBUM
SPEAKS FOR HIS

NEWFANGLED MATURITY

!  !  !  !  " 

The opening track 'Belgrave Road' has given me a
feeling of cinematic tribute to the streets the rapper
grew up in.

Immediately after that, it snaps into the glamorous
'Louis Vuitton' where he raps "Make some cake / Back to
the estate / Then go buy mummy her next house", which
is a perfect example of a money-minded track that
shows his bragging. '1989' has a sample from the

 nostalgic 'Fools Gold'
where the artist has added
his essence. Just into 3
tracks in the album I have
already sensed the rapper's
ability to jump from style to
style.

The whole album
showcases that Aitch never
sets still or plays safely. In
the track 'Money Habits' the
artist sounds tougher and
does wonders with the
Afrobeat sound.

Ashanti and the rapper
have collaborated on Baby
which is a fun and quirky
track and 'Fuego' has a
weighty bass. Ed Sheeran's
beautiful vocals perfectly
matched with the well-
versed rap have created
magic on 'My G'.

The whole album ‘Close To
Home’ has given me a sense
of maturation and
showcases deeper personal
reflection.

I have thoroughly enjoyed
the album and the
happening life journey that
it reflects. Aitch has proved
with this album that he is
here to gain that
international success.

You can listen to the
labrum on Spotify and
follow the artist on social
media for more updates.

Lastly, I must say this is the
most joyous and beautiful
ride that a rap album has
presented to me in recent
times and I am sure you will
gain that experience too.
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The Story Behind American
Sensation Post Malone’s

Rise to Fame and Popularity
Austin Richard Post, popularly known as Post Malone is an
American rapper that has been winning the hearts of the global
audience for many years now. The rapper is well-renowned for his
hit-making abilities. It almost seems as if every song released by
the magician is going to be a super hit.

Plying his traits in the musical genres of hip-hop, pop, R&B, and
trap, the artist is also a specialist in playing guitar. Having started
his musical career back in 2011, Malone gathered recognition with
his debut single “White Iverson” in 2015.

The song went on to claim number 14 on the US Billboard Hot
100. Since then, the artist never looked back and worked hard with
real passion and dedication. The next release came in 2016, in the
form of his debut music album “Stoney.” The production was
pulled off by signing a recording contract with Republic Records.

Born on July 4, in Syracuse, New York, Malone was raised by his
father Richard Post, and stepmother Jodie. As Richard Post was a
DJ himself, he introduced Malone to the world of music, making
him familiar with many musical genres such as rock, country, and
hip-hop. While Malone was 9 years old, he started to play guitar
and auditioned for the American band Crown The Empire in 2010.
The tragic story of the audition ended as Malone was rejected as
his guitar strings broke during the audition. 

He dedicated his interest later to the video
game Guitar Hero. The iconic rapper chose his
name to be “Post Malone” when he was 15 years
old. The name even went on to be rumored to be
a reference to the professional basketball player
Karl Malone. Well, Malone later confirmed that
his original name was Post, and he used a rap
name generator to add “Malone” as his last
name.

Post Malone is an artist who also worked at a
Chicken Express during his teenage days. After
Post dropped out of Tarrant County College, he
moved to Los Angeles, California with his friend
Jason Probst. There, Malone formed a group
named BLCKVRD and started recording music
with many other producers. After moving to
LA’s San Fernando Valley, Malone met with
record producers FKi, Sauce Lord Rich, and Rex
Kudo, who helped Malone produce numerous
tracks including “White Iverson.”

The lyrics of the song were dedicated to
basketball player Allen Iverson. The song was
initially released on SoundCloud in February
2015. Later, the artist also came up with a music
video of the song on July 19, the same year. As
the song crossed the 1 million mark, Malone
became a popular topic among many record
labels, and eventually signed with Republic
Records in August 2015.

The story took the next gear as Malone went on
to perform with several big names including 50
Cent, Young Thug, Kanye West, and many more.
At present, Post Malone is a name that has
already left its legacy in the American music
industry. He has gone on to perform at multiple
music concerts and has accumulated the love
and support of global music admirers as well.

Currently residing in Cottonwood Heights, Utah,
Malone has released a total of 4 studio albums
and 24 singles as the lead artist. Post Malone
has also sung in 12 singles as a featured figure.
With a total of 30 awards and 152 nominations,
Post Malone has proved that he is a sensational
talent that embraced the music industry once in
a lifetime. Without a doubt, it can be said that
Post Malone is a name that is going to shine for
many more years.
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Jennie Kim
From Black
Pink Sends
The
Internet
Into A
Frenzy With
Her
Stunning
Crop Top
Looks
Popular South Korean pop singer
Jennie Kim is the center of
attraction among global K-pop
lovers for her exclusive fashion
statement. Kim is a member of the
famous K-pop girl group Black
Pink. She has recently made a
headline for her latest Instagram
post where she can be seen wearing
a brilliant pink crop top. She paired
it with a low-rise skirt of the same
shade.

The K-pop artist has been signed
with YG Entertainment as a trainee.
She joined the band after she left
New Zealand to complete her study
in Seoul, South Korea. She
participated in G-music Dragon’s
video for lThat XX’ and swiftly
became popular. She also took part
in his 2016 single, ‘Black’.

She joined the rest of the
members of Blank Pink Lisa, Rosé,
and Jisoo after she was promoted
by YG Entertainment. She has
previously worked with Lee Hi on
his song ‘Special’, G Dragon on
the single, ‘Eventually’, and
Seungri on his track, ‘G.G. Be’.

She has a massive fan following
across the world. She is called ‘the
YG Princess’ and is considered the
trump card of the record label.

 She is multi-lingual and speaks
Korean, English, Japanese, and
Spanish.

Jennie Kim from Black Pink is
well-known for her incredibly
exclusive fashion statements. She
traveled to Honolulu, Hawaii from
Paris just to watch Jacquemus
perform. She looked amazing on
the label. She posted a picture of
her wearing a matching pink crop
top and a mow-rise skirt with pink
heels. She can be seen on the
beach with her hair down and
having a great time. After she
made an appearance at the Chanel
show during the Paris Fashion
Week on March 8th, she attended
Jacquemus’ show the next day.
After Chanel’s show ended, she
took a 14-hour flight from Paris 

to Honolulu drawn by fashion. In the
Chanel Show, Jennie appeared in all-
black attire. She wore a black crop
top and a matching miniskirt. Jennie
is Chanel's Spokesperson right now.
The other Black Pink members Lisa,
Rosé, and Jisoo are ambassadors for
significant French fashion brands.

Jennie is seen wearing crop tops all
the time and she seems to carry the
style with ease. The 25-year-old K-
pop star posted some incredible
pictures of her wearing crop tops
and looking incredible during her
stay in Los Angeles. The Korean
media article described it as
‘controversial’.
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FIR Has
Been
Lodged
Accusing
Singer Rahul
Jain of
Raping a
Costume
Stylist, He
Denied the
Allegation
Rahul Jain is mostly remembered
for his appearance in the 2014 show
MTV Aloft Star. He has been
accused of raping a costume stylist
and she filed a complaint against
him.

Singer and composer Rahul Jain are
in another legal trouble as he has
been accused of raping a costume
stylist. This is not the first time he
has been accused of a similar
allegation; there was another case
a year back when another woman
accused two other of his family
members of raping her.

This 30-year-old costume stylist
has stated that she has been raped
in his Andheri apartment on
August 11. Police have registered
the FIR against Rahul Jain but did

not take any step or no arrest was
made. The complaint was lodged
at the Oshiwara police station.

According to the recorded
statement made by the lady, Rahul
Jain has contacted her on
Instagram and appreciated her
works. And afterward, he asked
her to visit his flat located in a
high-rise in suburban Andheri. He
assured her that she will be
appointed as his personal costume
stylist. After she entered his
apartment, he asked her to come
to his bedroom. He said that he
wanted to show her some of his
collection with which she can
work afterwords but instead, he
raped her.

She stated that when Rahul Jain
was assaulting her she tried to
resist but didn’t succeed. Later on,
he tried to destroy some of the
pieces of evidence as well as
raping her. The complaint has
been lodged under three severe
penal codes of the Indian
Constitution, section 376 for rape,
323 for voluntary causing hurt,
and 506 for criminal intimidation.

In his defense, Rahul Jain said in

 his statement, “I don't know this
woman. The allegations raised by
her are fake and baseless. Earlier
also a woman had made similar
allegations against me but I got
justice. This woman may be an
associate of that woman".

Referring to the last complaint made
by another woman a year back. But
that was an even harsher scenario,
accusing him of not only rape but
also forcible abortions,
abandonment of child, and cheating.
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HANS ZIMMER AND CAMILA CABELLO COME
TOGETHER TO COMPOSE A SONG FOR

'FROZEN PLANET II'
Oscar-winning composer Hans Zimmer joins forces with the
singer-songwriter and popstar of this generation, Camila Cabello
to write a new song for the film 'Frozen Planet II'. This David
Attenborough narrated series is highly-anticipated and the new
track will be featured on the debut extended trailer.'Frozen Planet
II' is a sequel to the 2011 series which shows the journey in Earth's
icy regions including the North and South poles will be a total of
six episodes. The series is produced by BBC Studios and is
included in their Natural History Unit. The collaboration of
Zimmer and Cabello, 'Take Me Back Home' is the first time any
new track has been featured and composed completely to support 

the BBC One natural history show. The song,
‘Take Me Back Home’ will make its global debut
on BBC 1 radio’s Greg James Show on August 26.
It will be before the first look trailer debut of
‘Frozen Planet II’ at 12.00 p.m UK BST, on the
same day on both BBC Studios and BBC Earth’s
social media accounts.

The song will also be launched in front of
Cabello’s millions of fans and followers on
social media.Mark Brownlow, the show's
executive producer described the show as a
celebration of extraordinary wildlife who
overcomes difficult and extreme challenges on a
daily basis to survive in the wild.

However, today a greater challenge, known as
climate change, has come their way. According
to him, the song created with the help of
Cabello and Zimmer's original collaboration
perfectly captures the fragility of these magical
provinces at a time when their future is
unpredictable and hangs in the middle.

Camila Cabello has also shown her excitement
for this collaboration, the series, and its
importance in today's world. She said this
collaboration is her dream come true as she was
able to combine her music with her passion for
the planet we live on.

She is also grateful that she got to work with a
legend like Hans Zimmer. Cabello said that this
series will give viewers a new narrative that is
perfectly paired with David Attenborough's
narration, explaining the importance of climate
change and its impact on the frozen parts of the
Earth.Zimmer on the other hand was also
appreciative of Cabello and the other composers
for the track, ‘Take Me Back Home’.

He further said Camila has a powerful voice and
her other musical talent is as strong as her voice
is.
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Music News

8 Extremely Popular Numbers
of BTS Have Been Banned in
South Korea, Here's the List

From ‘Permission to Dance’ to ‘Pied
Piper’, BTS has faced several bans for
far-fetched reasons. The most popular
band to has faced some discouraging
consequences.While the whole world is
dancing to the beats of BTS, but South
Korean Government has a very
different perception of this boy band.
Though there have been various k-pop
bands that have faced banning for
some extremely minor reasons. And
the list has some shocking tracks that
were extremely appreciated in every
other part of the globe.

‘Converse High’, ‘Cypher Part 3:
Killer’, ‘Intro: Nevermind’, ‘Dope’,
‘Pied Piper’, ‘Boyz With Fun’, ‘Go
Go’, and ‘Permission to Dance’ has
been banned from broadcasting in
South Korea.

Each of these numbers has a huge
fan base around the world but
still, they have been banned by
the South Korean Government for
some insignificant reasons.
‘Converse High’ has mentioned
some brand names like
"Converse", "Alexandr McQueen"
and "Chanel F", and for this
reason, the song was barred from
broadcasting on national TV.
While ‘Cypher Part 3: Killer’ too
was banned because it some
indecent terms along with some
brand names mentioned in the
song.

‘Intro: Nevermind’ was also
banned from broadcasting on
South Korean television for using
some improper expressions like "I
don't give a sh*t, I don't give a 

f**k" in the song.

These are regular which you can
hear in almost every movie. ‘Dope’
too was banned in South Korea for
its supposedly “Vulgar Lyrics”.
Though, the song has done a
tremendous job on a worldwide
platform.

South Korean Government banned
the BTS song ‘Pied Piper’ for
mentioning the extremely popular
social media platform Twitter in
their song along with another
application called V app. And this
is not the end, in July 2022 BTS’
‘Permission to Dance’ was banned
from Seoul gyms. And the reason
behind this decision was none
other than “Corona Virus”.

Music that has 120 beats per
minute can be dangerous for the
people in the gym so they have
eliminated several tracks that fall
into this category.

Another BTS number ‘Boyz With
Fun’ was banned for using the
Chinese Phrase "chi fan le ma"
which means "did you eat". The
phrase "chi fan le ma" is quite
similar to a Korean curse word, so
the government banned the track.
Also in the case of their ‘Go Go’,
this number was called “too
Vulgar” as a reason for banning.
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Taking a
Break from
Her Re-
Recordings,
Taylor Swift
Announces
Brand New
Album
'Midnights'
International pop star and
sensation have announced her
brand new album 'Midnights' that
is coming out in October. The LP,
which was described by Swift as
"the story of 13 sleepless nights" is
due October 10th.

This is going to be her fifth release
in just 2 years and her 10th studio
album overall.

8The announcement came when
Miss Swift went up to the stage of
the MTV Video Music Awards to
receive her Video of the Year
award for the music video for 'all
too well' (Taylor's Version). While
showing gratitude to her ever-
supporting amazing fans she said
this might be the best moment to
share when her brand new album
is coming out. Followed by that
night, the pop star made an
official statement on her social
media platforms giving away the
title and release date of the
upcoming album.

 She made a social media post
stating the album will feature her
life journey through "terrors and
sweet dreams". "The floors we
pace and the demons we face" she
added with a picture of herself
posed at a table in dim lighting,
resting her head on one hand and
holding the receiver of a landline
phone in another.

The album, 'Midnights' which
Swift already began selling on her
websites will be too late to qualify
for the Grammy awards the next
year but definitely holds the
strongest possibility of becoming

 one of the biggest commercial
successes of this year.

Comparatively, her rivals and
competition this year have become
notably low, despite having releases
from heavyweight artists like BTS,
Drake, Post Malone, Lizzo, Megan
Thee Stallion, etc. The only album
surviving on pure sales from the
debut week is Beyonce's
'Renaissance" which had the biggest
opening for a woman this year.

After her announcement on the
stage of MTV's VMAs, it has sparked
joy and excitement in her fans and
followers on social media and the
artitst has begun trending on
various platforms. Her website is
now taking pre-orders of 'Midnights'.
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Ustad Rahat Fateh Ali Khan’s
Drunken Videos Surfaced And
Netizens Started Trolling the

Singer

Legendary Sufi singer Rahat Fateh Ali
Khan is being heavily criticized after a
video surfaced on the internet where
the singer could be seen drunk with his
managers.Pakistani singer Rahat Fateh
Ali Khan is well revered around the
world for a soulful singing style that
churns out the real essence of Sufi and
Qawwali. Many iconic singles and
albums belong to his musical arsenal
and each of his musical creations never
failed to win the hearts of the listeners.

However, a video on the internet has
recently surfaced where the singer

could be seen in a drunken state
which made the netizens troll him
badly.

The video is widely shared over
social media considering the
occasion of the 24th death
anniversary of Ustad Nusrat Fateh
Ali Khan.

Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan is the
uncle of Rahat Fateh Ali Khan
who was a legendary classical and
traditional singer. He passed away
on August 16, 1997, due to cardiac

arrest.

Rahat Fateh Ali Khan has written
down his emotions through a
heartfelt note about his uncle on
the occasion of the 25th death
anniversary of Nusrat Fateh Ali
Khan, the kind of Qawwali who will
live eternally through his timeless
creations.However, netizens didn’t
stop trolling him just because the
singer could be apparently seen
being drunk with his managers Haji
and Iqbal Naqeeb. In the recent
video that surfaced, Rahat could be
seen hugging Iqbal and
appreciating his presence. The
singer also said, "We are one and
we will always be one," perhaps one
of the most wholesome
declarations.

But soon after the video appeared,
it garnered much criticism and
negative comments from online
users, even from his fans. They
claimed that the singer is
consuming a high amount of
alcohol and the video was shared
only to tarnish the respectful image
of Late Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.

However, it is still unclear whether
he was being an alcoholic or just
chilling with his close people in the
video. Whatever the reason was,
the reactions of the netizens were
diverse and hard-hitting.Some said,
"He is high on alcohol as usual"
while one commented "Rahat Fateh
Ali Khan's viral video is a perfect
example of why you should avoid
overdosing on "Toot Siah". Some of
them also asked, "What is wrong
with Rahat Fateh Ali Khan in this
clip?"
The mixed reaction from the
listeners and the fans of the singer
seems like pointing out his musical
career as well. However, his
timeless musical creations will
remain evergreen only.
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11 Unknown Interesting11 Unknown Interesting
Facts About the IconicFacts About the Iconic

Bollywood Singer KishoreBollywood Singer Kishore
KumarKumar

The legendary Bollywood singer Kishore Kumar born as
Abhas Kumar Ganguly was a gem of the music industry.
The singer was born on the 4th of August, 1929 in
Khandwa, Madhya Pradesh. Taking birth in a Bengali
household, he was a promising singer. He started his
career as an actor like his brother Ashok Kumar. His
debut movie was Shikari in 1946, but he didn’t find the
spark in acting. Though, he did a few movies afterward.
Later on, he made his singing debut in 1948 for the
movie Ziddi. Later he pursued his career as a playback
singer, lyricist, and music producer. He has recorded in
various languages like Hindi, Bengali, and Tamil. Along
with that, he learned many regional languages; those
are Marathi, Gujarati, Assamese, Malayalam, Oriya, and
Kannada. He has also sung various songs in these
regional languages.

Let’s find out some interesting and unknown facts
about this singer on his 93rd birthday, that are-

1. Kishore Kumar has sung the most number of songs
for the actor Rajesh Khanna. He has given his voice to
many songs, apart from Rajesh Khanna he has also sung
for artists like Jeetendra, Dev Anand, Amitav Bachchan,
and many more.

2. It isn’t unknown to everyone how versatile he was.
Along with various talents, he was also capable of
singing in both male and female voices. He first sang in
a female voice in the song Aake Seedhi Lagi Dil Pe.

3. He was banned for a long period of time on national
broadcasters like All India Radio and Doordarshan
because he refused to sing for an Indian National
Congress rally in Mumbai.

4. He was a huge fan of the Hollywood actor and singer
Danny Kaye. Not only that, but he also used to hang many
posters of her in his house.

5. Kishore Kumar’s brother Ashok Kumar wanted to make
him an actor like him but he was never interested in the
fact and didn’t take the matter seriously.

6. He married multiple times in his life. he married four
times and his first wife was the niece of Satyajit Ray, Ruma
Guha Thakurta (1950-1958), his second wife was
Madhubala (1960-1969). For whom he changed his
religion to Islam and named himself Karim Abdul. Then
he married Yogeeta Bali (1976-1978) and finally married
Leena Chandravarkar in 1980. It was reported that Kishore
stopped singing for Mithun Chakraborty after Yogeeta Bali
married him and left Kishore Kumar.

7. He was a singer, who was known for his immense talent
and creativity. In his musical career, he has won 18
Filmfare Awards. The first song he won the Filmfare was
for Roop Tera Mastana in 1970. It is one of the most
popular creations among all audiences.

8. Kishore Kumar was not like any other musician; he was
very different from everyone. He used to keep a sign board
outside his flat written ‘Beware of Kishore’. Once HS
Rawail, the renowned producer-director visited his house
to pay the money he owed. Instead of shaking hands,
Kishore put Rawail’s hand in his mouth and when he was
asked what is the reason for doing such thing, he promptly
answered ‘Didn’t you see the sign?’ his way of style was
very different and quirky, which he has hugely known for.

9. Another characteristic of his was, that he loved to
spend alone time. That is why he never made many
friends. The artist also used to talk with his tress. Once he
also introduced a reporter to his trees by taking her to the
garden.

10. Another very famous song of him is Paanch Rupaiyya
Barah Ana. The idea of this song came from a very unique
thing, which is very interesting. He had a debt of 5.75
rupees in a hostel of Indore college canteen, and that is
how the concept of the song came.

11. He was very particular about his payments and he
used to find out unique ways to draw attention to the
matter. While working on a movie he came on set with
make-up on half of his face. He did so after knowing that
the producer hasn’t made his full payment. So when he
was asked by the director what was the reason behind
doing so, he said ‘Aadha paisa to aadha make-up’, which
means half payment so half make-up.
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Tributes
Pour In as
Pop Singer
Olivia
Newton-
John Who
Founded
Stardom
with Grease
Dies at 73
Olivia Newton-John, a British
Australian pop singer who gained
immense popularity with the cult
classic, 'Grease' died at the age of
73 on Monday. She has been
battling breast cancer for a long
time which finally caused the star's
demise.

John Easterling, her husband
announced the news through a
public post on his official Facebook
page writing "Dame Olivia Newton-
John ... passed away peacefully at
her Ranch in Southern California
this morning, surrounded by family
and friends," and asked for further
privacy during this difficult time.

She was one of the most
recognizable celebrities in the
1970s and 80s. She found her early
stardom in the worldwide popular
classic, 'Grease'. From that film, she
gained immense popularity and the

image of a girl next door. She also
sang various popular and hit
tracks that included 'Xanadu' in
1980 and the mega-hit 'Physical'
in 1981. Billboard also named the
song 'Physical' the no.1 single of
the decade. Her list of
achievements also includes selling
more than 100 million records.
Her long career span of almost
five decades gave her fame and
immense popularity worldwide.

Born in Cambridge, England,
Olivia moved with her parents to
Australia at the age of 5. Her
whole family was highly educated
where her father was a professor
and her grandfather from the
mother's side won a Nobel Prize.
But she was not destined to take
the path of academia and instead
chose to start her career in the
entertainment industry. At an
early age, she won the popular
television show 'Sing, Sing, Sing'
in Australia and later formed a
duo group with her friend. Later in
1966, she started her journey as a
solo pop singer which helped her
achieve worldwide fame.

She has been dealing with breast
cancer for nearly 30 years since 

she was first diagnosed with it in
1992. Since then she has been vocal
about her journey and truly inspired
people and other breast cancer
survivors. Her journey has also
helped bring awareness to the
disease which made her an icon in
the modern age.

Her famous 'Grease' co-star John
Travolta has posted on Instagram
about the singer's demise showing
his love and appreciation for the late
pop star.
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TOP 10 RICHEST AFRICAN MUSICIANS IN
2022 YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

Since the beginning of time, people have revered African music
for its upbeat rhythms, potent lyrics, and vibrant dance moves.
African music has significantly improved over time and is
currently gaining more acceptance and recognition on a global
scale. The dedication, determination, and inventiveness of African
artists, who strive tirelessly to ensure that every sound from the
continent is distinct and of the highest caliber, are the driving
forces behind these encouraging improvements.

Several artists and musicians from the continent have produced
some amazing musical works that have won the hearts of the
international music community. They have not only hoisted the
name of Africa on the top but have also proved their individual
qualities as well. Today, let’s have a look at the top 10 richest
African musicians of 2022.

Timaya

With a net worth of $10 million, the tenth-richest musician in
Africa is Inetimi Timaya Odon, also known as Timaya. He is a
singer and composer from Nigeria. He is also a native of the
Bayelsa state town of Odi. DM Records Limited was created by
Timaya. In 2005, he released the breakthrough tune “Dem Mama,”
which marked the start of his musical career. He released his
debut album, ‘True Story’ a year later.

Timaya began his musical career as a backup vocalist before being
hailed as the King of Dancehall in Nigeria. He has a long history in
the Nigerian music industry and over that period has won
numerous accolades, including Best Reggae/Dancehall Album.

Rude Boy 

When he and his twin brother Peter Okoye’s
musical group, Psquare, split over a family
dispute, Paul Okoye adopted the persona “Rude
Boy.” Paul, 40, also known as Rude Boy, is
currently carrying a net worth of $16 million.
While attending music school, Rude Boy started
his musical career by performing as Psquare in
school plays alongside his twin brother Peter
Okoye (Mr. P). Together with his brother, the
duo created six hugely popular albums when
they were in Psquare. When Psquare disbanded
in 2017, Rude Boy continued to make songs. He
put out several popular songs including “Reason
With Me” and “Fire Fire.” He recently
reconnected with his brother Mr. P and
launched a new music label called Fire
Department Inc.

2Baba/2Face Idiba 

Initially, 2Face, now known as 2baba, was a
member of the musical group “Plantashun
Bolz,” but he quit the group to sign with the
Kennis Music Record Label. Innocent Ujah
Idibia, better known as 2Baba, was born on
September 18, 1975, in Plateau state, Nigeria.
However, his parents are natives of Benue state.
He is now 46 years old. He is certainly one of the
most well-known Nigerian performers ever, with
a net worth of $16 million. Even though 2Baba
is one of the more established musicians from
Nigeria, his music is still in high demand. He
has received numerous music honors, including
BET Awards, MTC Music Awards, and the
Headies.

Burna Boy 

The seventh richest artist in Africa on the list is
Damini Ebunoluwa Ogulu, better known by his
stage name Burna Boy. One of Nigeria’s top
musicians, according to critics, the 30-year-old
dancer, singer, rapper, and songwriter is
carrying a net worth of $17 million. One of the
most memorable moments in Burna Boy’s rise
to musical prominence was his relocation to
Lagos. After he released the smash single “Like
to Party” from his self-titled debut album in
2012, his music started acquiring popularity.
Don Jazzy 
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Collins Michael Ajereh, also known as Don Jazzy, is ranked sixth among the top 10 wealthiest musicians in Africa. His
musical career started at Mo’hits with the popular songs he co-wrote with D’banj. The pair split up about ten years
ago, and Don Jazzy started Mavins Records Label. This 39-year-old man has achieved fame and money as a music
producer and businessman thanks to his dedication and perseverance; his net worth is believed to be $18 million. He
is also renowned for discovering really gifted newbies to the music business.

Davido

With a net worth estimated at $19 million, OBO, also known by his stage name Omo Baba Olowo, is the fifth-richest
singer in Africa. David Adeleke, better known by his stage name Davido, is also the 53rd highest-paid celebrity on
Instagram, topping the position in Nigeria and Africa as well. Davido, who is now 29 years old, was given a golden
start in Atlanta, USA, by Dr. Adedeji Adeleke. Being the co-founder of Adeleke University in Osun state, Nigeria, and
the CEO of Pacific Holdings Limited, his father is a very wealthy man. In addition to the enormous sum of money he
generates from Instagram, he makes between $20,000 and $30,000 for every musical performance both in Nigeria and
abroad. Another thing that is doing quite well for him is his YouTube channel.

Wizkid 

An international Afrobeat artist and fourth-richest singer in Africa is from Nigeria. Wizkid has accumulated a net
worth of almost $21 million thanks to his multiple endorsements deals with various brands, some of which pay him
up to $240,000, and his singing. Songs by Starboy, sometimes known as Machala, continue to rank in Billboard’s top
100 Hot Songs. The 31-year-old singer gained notoriety in 2011 with the release of his chart-topping single “Holla at
Your Boy,” which was included on the hit debut album “Superstar.”

Black Coffee

Black Coffee is the stage name of Nkosinathi Innocent Sizwe Maphumulo, a celebrated DJ, record producer, and
vocalist from South Africa. The third richest musician in Africa, Black Coffee has a net worth of $60 million. He is 46
years old. He has recorded 9 studio albums since entering the music business in 1994, and the albums have achieved
immense success both in South Africa and internationally. In fact, he was the wealthiest musician from Africa in
2021. Black Coffee’s musical career started at the Durban University of Technology, where he later began performing
as Madala Kuenene’s backup singer, which is how he rose to fame.

Akon 

Akon, who has a net worth of $80 million, is ranked second among the top ten richest musicians in Africa. He is well-
known worldwide and has consistently been one of the wealthiest musicians in Africa. Aliaune Damala Badara Akon
Thiam, more commonly known as Akon, was born in Dakar, Senegal in 1973. He belongs to the Wolof ethnic group.
The singer is renowned for his work as a businessman, songwriter, record producer, and performer. After he released
“Locked Up,” the lead song from his ‘Trouble’ album, in 2004, his career as an artist took off. Later, he also recorded
“Lonely,” both of which were enormous hits on the music scene.1/10

Youssou N’Dour

The top spot on the rankings belongs to Youssou N’Dour. In 2022, he is the richest musician in Africa. His astounding
net worth of $145 million was accumulated through the use of his distinctive voice and the popularization of the
well-known Senegalese music genre known as mbalax. He was born in Senegal on October 1, 1959, and he sings,
composes, and writes songs. Along with running a business, he also had a brief acting career and dabbled in politics
as well. Some of the characteristics that make Youssou popular with music enthusiasts include his solid footing in
Senegalese music and his capacity to weave narratives into his songs.For more updates check out Google News
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Panic! At
The Disco
Starts the
New Era
With the
Album 'Viva
Las
Vengeance'
Brandon Urie and Panic! At The
Disco are back with their seventh
studio album named ‘Viva Las
Vengeance’ and it is making the
fans groove with magical beats.

The band Panic! At The Disco has
been a fan favorite since its debut
in the 2000s. A whole generation of
kids grew up with the grooving
tracks of the band. Now, surprising
everyone the band is back with its
newest album ‘Viva Las Vengeance’
which will be the seventh studio
album of the band. The album
contains a total of 12 tracks and
has released an album single by the
same name. To keep up with their
legacy, the newest album also
follows the genre of pop rock and
punk music. Since their debut in
2005, the band has been consistent
in giving memorable performances
and refreshing songs, and this time
as well, the band did not fail to
deliver.

The whole album, ‘Viva Las
Vengeance’ contains 12 tracks
where each of these songs will give

 the audience a new perspective
and experience. Every song from
the album again proved why the
band and its art are considered to
be legendary. The songs carry the
essence of true pop music mixed
perfectly with the rock and punk
music genres that are highly
energetic and at the same time
capable of engaging the listeners.

It can be said that the band has
delivered tracks that show their
true caliber and these prolific
music tracks can make the
audience stay hooked.The
musically upbeat tracks carry a
highly energetic background score
as mentioned earlier, which is the
soul of the album. The band,
Panic! At The Disco, as artists
have showcased their ability of
sound mixing and composition as
the album is filled with highly
impressive tracks that have
delicate and at the same time
electrifying beats. The album's
theme is joyous and especially the
title track by the same name
follows a very retro theme which
is filled with inspirations drawn
from the artists of the 70s era.

The vocals on the album almost
sound heave

nly as the lead singer Brandon Urie
has previously shown his ability and
mastery of being a lead vocalist of a
successful band. This rock album has
vocal passages that are separated
from the harmonies which make the
album even more interesting and
refreshing. On the other hand, the
lyricism in ‘Viva Las Vengeance’ is
proof of the band's artistic growth
and is rooted in modern-day
songwriting which paired with the
touch of retro music creates a
beautiful and heavenly experience
for the listeners which is the sole
reason for Panic! At The Disco’s
popularity. Their previous
masterpieces like 'A Fever You Can't
Sweat Out', 'Pretty. Odd', 'Vices &

Virtues', and more recent albums
like ' Death of a Bachelor' and 'Pray
for the Wicked' also proves the
band's ability to make the listeners
groove. You can follow the band's
discography on major music
platforms like Spotify, Apple Music,
and Amazon Music and for updates,
you can follow them on social media
platforms; Instagram, Facebook,
Twitter, etc.
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